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Two circuits C~ and C 2 in a digraph are called consistent circuits if and only if their 
intersection is either empty, a singleton or a subpath of both C~ and C 2. It is proved that Every 
finite strongly connected igraph of G of stability at most 2 is spanned by two consistent 
circuits. As a consequence, very finite strongly connected igraph of stability two has a 
Hamiltonian path. 
1. ln~oduction 
Throughout his paper, we consider only finite digraphs. For each digraph G, 
we shall denote by VG the set of vertices of G and by EG the set of edges of G. 
For  a, b in G, if there is an edge from a to b in EG (i.e. (a, b)~ EG), then we 
simply write a ~ b and say that a is adjacent o b in G. Let P be a directed path 
(or circuit) of G and a, b ~ VP. Then P[a, b] denotes the subpath of P from a to 
b; P(a, b)=P[a, b]-{a, b}; a-(P) denotes the vertex on P adjacent o a; and 
a÷(P) denotes the vertex on P to which a is adjacent. 
Let C~ and C2 be two circuits (possibly empty) of G. 
We shall denote by C~ U (72 the graph whose vertex-set and edge-set are 
VC I U ~'C  2 and EC1 U ECz respectively. Dually, we can define Ct tq C2. The two 
circuits C~ and (72 are called consistent circuits if C1 N (72 is either empty,, a 
singleton, or a subgraph of both Ca and (72. 
During one of his recent visits to Singapore, Professor C. Berge conveyed to us 
the folIowing conjecture by Las Vergnas: "'Every finite strongly connected i- 
graph G of stability a(G) at most 2 has a Hamiltonian path." 
This conjecture is answered in the affirmative here by establishing the 
following: 
Theorem 1. Every finite strongly connected igraph G of stability a( G ) at most 2 is 
spanned by two consistent circuits. 
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2. A basic iemma 
The following lemma is useful in the proof of our main theorem. 
Lemma 2. Let G be a digraph spanned by two dipaths F1 =a la2" 'a ,  and 
F,? = btb2 '" • b,, such that each vertex in Ft is joined to all vertices in Fz. Then G 
contains a Hamiltonian dipath from at or bt to a, or b,,. 
Proof. We shall prove by induction on m + n. 
With loss of generality we may assume that at--* bt. If m + n = 2 with m = 1 
and n = 1, then the result follows trivially. Assume that the result holds when 
m + n < k where k >t 3, and consider G with m + n = k. Let H = G -{al}.  Then by 
induction hypothe,'ds, H has a Hamiltonian path P. It is then easy to see that atP 
will be a Hamiltonian path of G, completing the proof. 
3. The proof 
We first choose consistent circuits Ct and C2 in G satisfying-the following 
conditions: 
(i) [VCI O l~T~21 is maximum among all pairs of consistent circuits in G ; and 
(ii) [ VCt n VC21 is maximum among all pairs of consistent circui'~s satisfying (i). 
We shall show that G is spanned by Ct U C2. Indeed, suppose to the contrary 
that !VG[<IVCt LI VC2[. Then there exists a vertex x in G but not in C~ UCz. By 
the strong connec~tedness of G, there exists a dipath Pt from some vertex a~ of 
Ct UC,  to x and a dipath P z from x to some vertex a2 of C'~ C'C2. We may 
assume that (VPt tO VP 2) n(VC t O VC2) = ~al, a2} and VPt n VP  2 -{x, a~, a2} = 0. 
We then have the following cases to consider: 
Case l. C~ 0 C 2 : O, a~ c VCI, a2E VC 1, and al ~ a2. 
In this case. we can assume first of all that Ct(at, a2) is not empty, or else 
(7~ U {x} will be a circuit which contradicts the condition (i). We can also assume 
that every vertex in C~(a~, a2) is independent of x, by varying the choices of at 
and a2. Let y =a] (C0  and pick any vertex z~ in C2. Since a(G)~<2 and x and y 
are independent, we see that x or y must be joined to z. By duality, we may 
assume that x--* ::~ or y - - ,  zt. [See Fig. 1.] By condition (ii), C2-~zt}#O.  Let 
z,~=z,(C2). Then Zz-/*x and zz-/- 'y. For if zz--*x and x---,zt, take C'_,= 
z,xztC2[z~, z2]. Then C;UC'2 contradicts condition (i); while if Zz--->x, and 
y --~ z~, then take C" = z2xPzCl[az, y]ztC2[zt, zz]. Then Ct U C~ contradicts (i). 
Hence z2 -P x. Similarly, z2-~ y. Again, we must then have x --* z2 or y ~ z2. By 
induction, we conclude that for any z in VC2, either x--* z or y--> z. 
Now by strong connectedness of G, there exists a dipath ~ from some z in 
VC2 to some v in VCt. Let zo=z+(C2).  [See Fig. 2.] If x~ z0, take C~= 
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xzoC2[zo, z]P3Ct[v, al]Pl. Then CIUC~ contradicts (i). If y---~ zo, take C~= 
yzoC2[zo, z]P3C~[v, y]. Then C~ N C~ contradicts (ii). This shows that Case ! is 
impossible. 
Case 2. C~f3C2 is empty, ate "v'C~ and a2E VC2. 
In this case, we first note that not all vertices of Cl are adjacent to x. For if this is 
so, then by strong connectedness there is a dipath P3 from some vertex u of C2 to 
some v of C~. Let Vo = v-(C~). Take C'l = Cl[v, vo]xP2Cz[a2, u]p~. Then C~ U (?2 
contradicts (i). Hence we may assume that y = a~(Ct) is independent of x. [See 
Fig. 3.] Let zl = a](C2). Then z~-7 ~ x and z l - 'b  y, for otherwise Ci U (72 can be 
enlarged, contradicting (i). Since a (G)~2,  either x--~ z~ or y ~ z~. Let z2= 
z~(C2). Evidently z2-7 ~ x or else we would be back to Case 1. Now if x -~ zl and 
z2- ')  ~' then C2 can he enlarged to C2[a,~, z2]C~[y, ai]Plzla2, contradicting (i). If 
y ~ z~ and z2---~ y, then right away (?2 can be enlarged to C2U{y}, a contradic- 
tion to (ii). Hence we conclude that either x ~ z2 or y ~ z2. By induction, for any 
vertex z of C2, either x ~ z, or y ~ z, except possibly for a2, for which there is 
the dipath P2 from x to a2. By strong-connectedness of G, there is a dipath P4 
from some vertex u of C2 to some v of C~. Let uo = u+(C2). If x--~ uo, take 
C~=C2[uo, u]P4CI[V, a~]Ptuo. Then C~ f3C~ will contradict (i). ~f y -~ uo, take 
C~ = C2[uo, u]P4C~[v, y]uo. Then C~ N C~ contradicts (ii). This shows that Case 2 
is impossible. 
a 1 
CI ~ J 
~-- -~. - -~- - .  ' .~ ._  
Fig. 2. 
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Case 3. CI ~'~ C2 is empty and a t = a2 ~ VCt. 
In this case it is easy to see that x must be independent of each vertex in 
VC~-{a} and VC2, or else we would be back to Case 1 or Case 2. By 
strong-connectedness of G, there exists some dipath P3 from some y in Ct to 
some = in Ca. Let z2 = z-(C2). Then z2-z~ y, for otherwise, C~ U C2 can be 
enlarged, conlr~.dicting (it.) Thus y ~ z:, since a(G)~<2. Hence by induction, 
y ---, t, for each ~ in Ca. Again by strong connectedness, there exists a dipath P4 
from some u ;,n C2 to some w in Ct. Let uo =u+(C2). Then y ~ Uo. Ta~:e 
C" = C2[~,~,,,, u]PaCt[w, y]u o. Then Ct FI C" contradicts (it). This show', tF~at Case 3 
is impo~ ,hie. 
Now, we need only to consider those cases when Ct f3 C2 is 1lot et  ,pry. Let 
b~b~.., bk be the common path of both C~ and Ca. 
Case 4. a, ,  a2 ~ VC,, C,[a t, a2] f'3 C 2 = 0 and a l ~ az. 
In this case, it is easy to see that a2e Ct[al, bt]. Also by varying the choices of 
al and a: ,  we may assume that each vertex in C~(at, a2) is independent of x. 
Further, C,(at ,  a2)~-¢, or else C~ can easily be enlarged, a contradiction to (i). 
If C2-C~ is empty, then we may replace C2 by C~= PiPzC2[a~., at]. Then 
C, UC" will contradict (i). Let u2 be the vertex in C2[b~, bt] for which x ~ u2 and 
x-~, z for any z in C2(bk, u2). If ~here is ,0  such u2, then let u: = b~. Let ut be the 
vcrtex in Czlbk, u2) for which ul ~ x and z--~ x for any z in C2(u~, u2). If there is 
no such u~, then let ul = bk. The path C:(ut,  u~) is never empty or else C2 can be 
enlarged. Also. from our choices of ut and u2, x must be independent of each 
vertex in C:(u, .  u:). Now since a (G)<~ 2, each vertex in Ct(at, aa) must be joined 
to cach vertex in C:(ut, u2). Hence by Lemma 2, we conclude that there exists a 
Hamiltonian path F in the section graph Ct(t.~, a2) LI (\~(u~. u2) from ht or h2 to tt 
or t,. whcre tl1 = a~(Ci), tl = (~]~(CI ) ,  h2 = u~(C2) an6 t~_ = uj(C2). [See Fig. 4.] 
Lel P be the path C~[bk, al]Pi or utx according as ut is bk or not. Let Q be the 
path P2C~[a2. bl] or xu2 according as u~ is bt or not. If F is from hi to tt, then let 
C~ = FCt[a~, at] and C~ = C2[u2, ut]PQ. 
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If F is from ha to t2, then let 
C'I = Ct[a2, at]PtP2 and C~=FC2[u2, ul]. 
If F is from hx to t2, then let 
C'x = FC2[u2, bk]Cl[bk, ht] and C~= C2[bl, ul]PP2Ct[a2, bt]. 
Finally, if F is from h 2 to tl, then let 
C'x = QC2[u2, bl]Cl[bx, al]P1 and C~ = FCI[a2, bt]C2[bt, ul]. 
Then C] tO C'~ contradicts (i). This proves that Case 4 is impossible. 
Case 5. at and az are in different C~'s. 
In this case, we may assume by duality that at E VCt - VC2 and a2 E VCz-  VCI. 
Then Cl(al, bO~¢, or else C1 can be enlarged to Ct[bl, at]P1PzCz[a2, bt], a 
contradiction to (i)~ Dually, C2(bk, a2)~ O. By varying the choice of al, we may 
assume that v--hx for any v in Cl(at, bt). Also, x-~ v for any v in Cl(al, bl), or 
else we would have Case 4. Similarly, we may assume that x and v are 
independent for any v in C2(bk, a2). Since a (G)~2,  each vertex in Cl(at, bO 
must be joined to each vertex in C2(bk, a2). Hence by Lemma 2, there exists a 
Hamiltonian path F in the section graph Ct(at, bO U C2(bk, a2) from hi or h 2 to tl 
or  t2 where hi = a~i(Ct), /'12 = b~'(C2), t~ = b~(C 1) and t2 = a2(C2).  [See Fig. 5.] If F 
a 1 
Fig. 5. 
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is from h~ to h, iet 
C'~ = FC~[b~, at] and C~ = C2[a2, b~]C~[lh,, at]PiP2. 
If F is from h~ to t2, let 
C't = FC2[a2, b~]Ct[bk, a~] and C~ = C2[a2, bk]C~[bk, a~]PtP2. 
If F is from h2 to h, let 
C~ = C2[a2, bk]Cl[bk, at]PiP2 and C~ =FC2[b~, bk]. 
Finally, if F is from h 2 to t2, let 
C'~ = Ca[a:, bk]C~[bk, a~]P1P2 and 02 = FC2[a2, bk]. 
Then C~ U C~ contradicts (i). This shows that Case 5 is impossible. 
Case 6. a,, a~c VC~ and Cl[a 2, a l J f " )C  2 =O- 
In this case, by varying the choices of a~ and a2, we may assume that v--/* x for 
any v in Ct(al, bl) and x--A v for any v in Cj(bk, a2). Hence x and v must be 
independent for such v, for otherwise we would have Case 4. Each ~ in C2(bk, b~) 
must be independem of x, or else we would have Case 5 or its dl~al. The path 
C2(bk, b~) is not empty or else we can replace Cz by PtP~Ct[o2, a~] to get a 
contradiction to (i). Also C~(at, bt)UCt(bk, a:) is not empty, or else we can 
replace C1 by P~P2Ct[a2, at] to get a contradiction to (i). By duality, we may 
assnme that C~(a~, bt)~ O. Let z~ = b~(Ct) and w~ = hi-(C2). [See 7ig. 6.] Then zt 
and w~ are independent, for if z~---* wt (say), then we may r.eplzce C~ by 
C,[b~, z~]w,b~ to get a contradiction to (ii). But then x, z~, w~ m,? mutually 
independent, a contradiction to the fact that ct(G)~ 2. This shows that Case 6 is 
impossible. 
Case 7. a,, 0 2 are its CI, bl E Cdat ,  a2] and bk ~ Ct[a~., a,]. 
In this case. Ct(a~,bl) is not empty, or e~se we may replace Ct by 
PIP:Ct[az, a~] to get a contradiction to (i). Also, C2(b~,, bt) is not empty, or else 
we may replace C2 by PtP2Cl[a2, at] to get a contradiction to (i). Le ~, z = b~(Ct) 
a2 P2 
C1 Zl 
Fig. 6. 
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and w=by(C2).  [See Fig. 7.] Then x is independent of both z and w, for 
otherwise we would have Case 5 or 6. Moreover z and w are also independent, 
for otherwise C~ or C2 can be enlarged and we would have a contradiction to (ii). 
But then z, w, and x are mutually independent, a contradiction to the fact that 
ct(G) ~< 2. This shows that Case 7 is impossible. 
Case 8. al, a2~- VC1, bk ~ Cl[al, a2] and bt ~ Cl[az, al]. 
This is just the dual of Case 7 and ~s thus impossible. 
Case 9. al, a2 are in C1 tq Ca. 
In this case, if al is in Cl(b~ a2), then C2(bk, bl) is not empty, or else we may 
replace (?2 by Cl[a2, al]P~P2 to get a contradiction to (i). Similarly, C~(bk, b~) is 
not empty. Next, we consider the case that a2c C~(bl, al). Again, C2(bk, b~) is not 
empty, for otherwise we may replace (?2 by PlPaCl[a2, 'ql] to get a contradiction 
to (i). Similarly, Cl(bk, bl) is not empty. Now, let y = bi(Cl) and z = b-f(C2). Then 
y and z are independent, for otherwise Cl f3 C2 can be enlarged. Also, x is 
independent of both y and z, for otherwise we would have one of the previous 
impossible cases. B~t then x, y, z are mutually independent, a contradiction to the 
fact that a(G)~< 2. This shows that Case 9 is impossible. 
Case 10. al = a2 (both in C1, say). 
In this case, there must be a vertex in C2(bk, bl), for otherwise we may replace 
C2 by PIP2 to get a contradiction to (i). Also, there must be a vertex in 
C~-({a~}U C2L for otherwise, we may replace C1 by P~P2 to get a contradiction 
to (i). The vertex al must be different from either b~(Ct) or b~(CO, say the 
former. Let y =b-f(C,~ and z = b{(C2). Then as before x, y, z are mutually 
independent, a contradiction to the fact that a(G)~< 2. This shows that Case 10 is 
impossible. 
Now that we have exhausted all possible cases, we conclude that C1 U C2 spans 
G, completing the proof of Theorem 1. 
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Corollary. Every strongly connected finite digraph G with ct ( G)<~ 2 has a Ham ilto- 
nian path. 
l~oof. By Theorem 1, the graph G has two consistent spanning circuits C~ and 
C~. If C1 n Cz is not empty, then it evidently contains a Hamiltonian path, which 
is also a Hamiltonian path of G. On the other hand, if q O C2 is empty, then by 
connectedness, one of the vertices of C1 must be joined to one of those of C2 by 
an edge e. It is then easy to form a Hamiltonian path of G by edges of q U C2 
together with this extra edge e. 
To e,ad this paper, we would like to raise the following: 
Problem. Let G be a finite strongly connected igraph with o~(G)~3. Is G 
always spanned by three consistent circuits? [It is quite natural to generalize the 
concept of consistency of c/~'cuits to any finite number. For those who are 
interested, please refer to [1] or [2].] 
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